Many gene regulatory networks are modeled at the mesoscopic scale, where chemical populations change according to a discrete state (jump) Markov process. The chemical master equation (CME) for such a process is typically infinite dimensional and unlikely to be computationally tractable without reduction. The recently proposed Finite State Projection (FSP) technique allows for a bulk reduction of the CME while explicitly keeping track of its own approximation error. In previous work, this error has been reduced in order to obtain more accurate CME solutions for many biological examples. In this paper, we show that this "error" has far more significance than simply the distance between the approximate and exact solutions of the CME. In particular, we show that this error term serves as an exact measure of the rate of first transition from one system region to another. We demonstrate how this term may 1 be used to (i) directly determine the statistical distributions for stochastic switch rates, escape times, trajectory periods, and trajectory bifurcations, and (ii) evaluate how likely it is that a system will express certain behaviors during certain intervals of time. We also present two systems-theory based FSP model reduction approaches that are particularly useful in such studies. We illustrate the benefits of this approach to analyze the switching behavior of a stochastic model of Gardner's genetic toggle switch.
Introduction
Many biochemical systems contain so many molecules that chemicals can be described by continuous valued ordinary differential equations. However, many gene regulatory networks contain cellular components, such as genes, RNA molecules, and proteins, that must be quantified by discrete integer amounts. As a result, a slightly noisy environment will introduce significant randomness and result in phenomena such as stochastic switching [1] , stochastic focussing [2] , stochastic resonance, and other effects that cannot be captured with deterministic models and require a separate set of analytical tools.
A well-mixed chemical system at constant temperature and volume behaves as a discrete state Markov process [3] . Each state of this process corresponds to a specific population vector, and each reaction takes the system from one state to another. The system's probability distribution evolves according to a set of linear ODEs known as the chemical master equation (CME). The CME is relatively easy to define (see below), but it can be very difficult or impossible to solve. Most research on the CME has concentrated on simulating trajectories of the CME using methods such as the Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) [4] or a related approximation (see for example: [5, 6] ).
While these methods reliably provide samples of the process defined by the CME, they require a huge collection of simulations to obtain an accurate statistical solution. This becomes particularly troublesome when one wishes to compute the transition probabilities of very rare events or to compare distributions arising from slightly different parameter sets.
Recently, we developed a new approach to approximate the solution of the CME: the Finite State Projection (FSP) algorithm [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . This approach systematically collapses the infinite state Markov process into a combination of a truncated finite state process and a single absorbing "error sink". The resulting system is finite dimensional and solvable. The probabilities of the truncated process give a lower bound approximation to the true CME solution. The probability measure of the error sink gives an exact computation of the error in this approximation. This error can then be decreased to reach any non-zero error tolerance through a systematic expansion of projections known as the FSP algorithm [7] . However, as we will illustrate in this paper, the "error" guarantee of the FSP provides more than a simple distance between the FSP solution and the true solution to the CME. Instead, this important term in the projection provides a wealth of exact information about the original Markov process. From it one can determine the statistical distributions of switch rates and escape probabilities and also analyze stochastic pathway bifurcation decisions.
Many recent studies have examined switch rates in the context of stochastic processes operating at their equilibrium or nonequilibrium steady state distributions. As a few representative examples, these methods include Transition Path Sampling [12] , Transition Interface Sampling [13] , and various approaches of transition path sampling with multiple interfaces [14] [15] [16] [17] . By concentrating on trajectories that eventually result in switches and interrupting the the vast majority trajectories that do not, these approaches are far more efficient than a standard brute force Monte Carlo approach like the SSA. However, as trajectory based analyses, they are limited by the slow con-3 vergence of Monte Carlo approaches and cannot provide strict accuracy guarantees. In contrast to these methods, the current study focusses on the transient evolution of probability distributions and not on the sampled trajectories of a steady state process. The results sought in this paper are not histograms of waiting times between switches from one large potential well (or metastable state) to another, but are instead a set of precise upper and lower bounds on the distribution of transition times between specific states and/or arbitrarily chosen state space regions.
The paper is a significant extension of the work in [18] in which we explore the added information contained in the FSP "error" sink and present some of the types of analyses for which this information provides. The next section provides a precise summary of the original FSP results from [7] but with an emphasis on understanding the underlying intuition of the error sink. In Section 3 we show how multiple absorbing sinks can be used to effectively analyze pathway bifurcation decisions in stochastic systems. Then, in Section 4, we show how these sinks can be used to determine some statistical quantities for stochastic switches, such as switch waiting and return times, and we introduce two model reductions to the FSP that can help in the analysis of complex trajectories.
In Section 5, we illustrate how these new approaches can be applied to a stochastic model of the genetic toggle switch [19] . Finally, in Section 6, we finish with some concluding remarks and future directions.
Background on the Finite State Projection approach
We consider the mesoscopic description of chemical kinetics, where the state of an N reactant process is defined by the integer population vector x ∈ Z N . Reactions are transitions from one state to another x → x + ν µ , where ν µ is known as the stoichiometry (or direction of transition) of 4 the µ th reaction. For a system containing M distinct reaction types, there are at most M reaction events that will take the system from x i to some other state x j = x i and at most M reaction events that will bring the system from x k = x i to x i . Each reaction has an infinitesimal probability of occurring in the next infinitesimal time step of length dt; this state dependent quantity is known as the propensity function: w µ (x)dt.
If P i (t) and P µ i (t) are used to denote the probabilities that the system will be in x i and x µ i = x i − ν µ , respectively, at time t, then:
Taking the limit dt → 0 easily yields the chemical master equation [20] , which can be written in vector form as:Ṗ(t) = AP(t). The ordering of the infinitesimal generator, A, is determined by the enumeration of the configuration set X = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . .}. Each i th diagonal element of A is negative with a magnitude equal to the sum of the propensity functions of reactions that leave the i th configuration. Each off-diagonal element, A ij , is positive with magnitude w µ (x j ) if there is a reaction µ ∈ {1, . . . , M } such that x i = x j + ν µ and zero otherwise. In other words:
When the cardinality of the set X is infinite or extremely large, the solution to the CME is unclear or vastly difficult to compute, but one can get a good approximation of that solution using
Finite State Projection (FSP) techniques [7] [8] [9] [10] . To review the FSP, we will first introduce some convenient notation. Let J = {j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , . . .} denote an index set, and let J denote the complement of the set J. If X is an enumerated set {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . .}, then X J denotes the subset {x j 1 , x j 2 , x j 3 , . . .}.
Furthermore, let v J denote the subvector of v whose elements are chosen according to J, and let A IJ denote the submatrix of A such that the rows have been chosen according to I and the columns have been chosen according to J. For example, if I and J are defined as {3, 1, 2} and {1, 3}, respectively,
Let M denote a Markov chain on the configuration set X, such as that shown in 
At this point it is crucial to have a very clear understanding of how the process M J relates to M and in particular the definitions of the terms P F SP J (t) and G(t). First, the scalar G(0) is the exact probability that the system begins in the set X J at time t = 0, and G(t) is the exact probability 6 that the system has been in the set X J at any time τ ∈ [0, t]. Second, the vector P F SP J (0) contains the exact probabilities that the system begins in the set X J at time t = 0, and P
F SP J
(t) are the exact joint probabilities that the system (i) is in the corresponding states X J at time t, and (ii) the system has remained in the set X J for all τ ∈ [0, t]. Note that P F SP J (t) also provides a finite dimensional approximation of the solution to the CME, as is clearly seen in the following reformulation of the original FSP theorems [7] : Theorem 1. For any index set J and any initial distribution P(0), it is guaranteed that
Proof. P
(t) is a more restrictive joint distribution than P J (t).
Theorem 2. Consider any Markov chain M and its reduced Markov chain
Proof. The left side of (3) can be expanded to:
Applying the Theorem 1 yields
Since P(t f ) is a probability distribution |P J (t f )| 1 + |P J (t f )| 1 = |P(t f )| 1 = 1 and the LHS can be 7 rewritten:
Because the pair {G(t f ), P F SP J (t f )} are a probability distribution for M J , one can see that the right hand side is precisely equal to |G(t f )| 1 and the proof is complete.
Theorem 1 guarantees that as we add points to the subset X J , then P F SP J (t f ) monotonically increases toward the true solution of the CME, and Theorem 2 provides a certificate the approximation's accuracy.
In previous work, the probability lost to the absorbing state, G(t), has been used only as in Theorem 2 as a means to evaluate the FSP projection in terms of its accuracy compared to the true CME solution. As a probability of first transition, however, this term is an exact exit rate, and therefore has an importance of its own, as we will see in the remainder of this paper.
Pathway Bifurcation analysis with the FSP
There are numerous examples in which biological systems decide between expressing two or more vastly different responses. These decisions occur in developmental pathways in multicellular organisms as heterogeneous cells divide and differentiate, in single cell organisms that radically adapt to survive or compete in changing environments, and even in viruses that must decide to lay dormant or make copies of themselves and ultimately destroy their host [1] . Many of these decisions are stochastic in nature, and models and methods are needed to determine the nature and probability of these decisions. Next, we show how the FSP approach can be adapted to answer some of these 8 questions.
In the original FSP approach, a single absorbing state has been used, whose probability coincides with the probability that the system has exited the region X J . Suppose one wishes to know a little more about how the system has exited this region. For example in the process in Fig. 1a , one may ask:
What is the probability that the first time the system exits X J it does so via reaction 1 (rightward horizontal arrow) or via reaction 3 (leftward diagonal arrow)?
Problem 2: What is the probability distribution for the population of species s 2 when the population of s 1 first exceeds a specific threshold, s
These questions can be answered by creating a new Markov process with multiple absorbing states as shown in Fig. 1 
(c,d). Let M *
J refer to such a chain where we have included K different absorbing states. The CME for the two problems above can be written as:
where
T and the matrix Q is given in Problem 1 by:
and in Problem 2 by:
Note the underlying requirement that each j i is an element of the index set J. Also recall that x j is a population vector-the integer (x j ) n is the n th element of that population vector.
For either problem, the solution of (4) at a time t f is found by taking the exponential of the matrix in (4) and has the form
This solution yields all of the same information as previous projections with regards to the accuracy of P F SP J (t), but it now provides additional useful knowledge. Specifically, each G k (t) gives the cumulative probability distribution at time t that the system will have exited from X J at least once and that that exit transition will have occurred in the specific manner that was used to define the k th absorbing state.
In [7] we showed a FSP algorithm that relied on increasing the set X J until the solution reaches a certain pre-specified accuracy. This expansion was performed using the concept of N −step reachability, where each set {X J N } included all configurations that are reachable from X J 0 in N reactions or fewer. The additional knowledge gained from solving Problems 1 or 2 above is easily incorporated into this algorithm. If most of the probability measure left via one particular reaction or from one particular region of X J , it is reasonable to expand X J accordingly. Such an approach is far more efficient than the original FSP algorithm and has been considered in [9] .
4 Analyzing switch statistics with the FSP As discussed above, the term G(t) for the process M J is simply the probability that the system has escaped from X J at least once in the time interval [0, t]. With such an expression, it is almost trivial to find quantities such as median or p th percentile escape times from the set X J . We need only find the time t such that G(t) in (2) is equal to p%. In other words, we find t such that
This can be solved with a relatively simple line search as we will do in the example of Section 5.
Using a multiple time interval FSP approach such as those explored in [9] or [10] could significantly speed up such a search, but this has not been utilized in this study.
Alternatively, one may wish to ask not only for escape times, but for the periods required to complete more complicated trajectories. For example, suppose the we have a Markov chain such as that in Fig. 2a . The system begins in the state represented by the shaded circle, and we wish to know the distribution for the time until the system will first visit the region in the grey box and then return to the original state. Biologically this may correspond to the probability that a system will switch from one phenotypical expression to another and then back again. To solve this problem, we can duplicate the lattice as shown in Fig. 2b . In this description, the top lattice corresponds to states where the system has never reached the grey box, and the bottom lattice corresponds to 11 states where the system has first passed through that box. The master equation for this system is given by:
where X J 1 includes every state except those in the grey box, and X J 2 includes every state except the final destination. The matrix C 1 is the output matrix for the first sub-chain and accounts for transitions that exit the X J 1 (via a transition into the grey box):
0 for x = k th state in X J 1 , and x + ν µ = i th state in the grey box
The matrix B 2 is the input matrix that maps the outputs of the first sub-chain to the correct states of the second sub-chain:
for x = j th state in X J 2 , and x = i th state in the grey box
The probability of the absorbing point, G(t), in this description is now exactly the probability that the system has completed the return trip in the time interval [0, t]. This solution scheme requires a higher dimensional problem than the original problem. However, with the FSP approach from [7] , this dimension can be reduced while maintaining a strict measure of the method's accuracy. 
Input-Output Description of Connected Markov Chains
Each part of the multiple phase trajectories described above has a common form:
where u i (t) and y i (t) are the flow of probability into and out of the the i th Markov sub-chain, respectively, and P i (t) is the vector of probabilities of the states within the i th Markov sub-chain.
In this description the input matrix B i shows where and how the inputs enter into the i th sub-chain, and the output matrix C i maps the distribution P i (t) to the output y i (t). Once each input-output sub-system has been written in the form of the triplet (A i , B i , C i ), one may apply many standard tools to reduce their orders based upon Hankel singular values (see, for example, Chapter 4 of [21] ).
Many of these tools are available as part of the Robust Control Toolbox in MATLAB, and for the examples below, we will apply the MATLAB function balancmr. Upon application of these tools, the reduced system is then characterized by a lower order triplet (Ã i ,B i ,C i ), which can be directly substituted into (7).
Numerical Convolution to Compute Trajectory Times
So far complex trajectories were analyzed by creating a Markov sub-chain for each phase of the trajectory and then creating a new, much larger Markov chain by connecting these sub-chains in series. This can quickly result in a very high dimensional problem, that can require excessive memory and/or be very computationally intensive to solve. As an alternative, one can utilize the linearity of the system to treat each sub-chain separately and then reconnect them with a numerical convolution approach. For example, in Fig. 2b , one can first consider the top portion of the chain to find the rate of probability flow into the grey box as a response to beginning at the initial state u 0 at time t = 0. This flow is simply the response to the initial distribution:
where each element of the vector y(τ ) corresponds to the flow into a specific point in the grey box.
This probability flow is then the input to the bottom portion of the Markov chain. In practice y(τ )
is computed using an ODE solver and then stored at N points logarithmically distributed points between t = 0 and t = t f . This discrete time signal is then interpolated for use as the forcing term for a second ODE system describing the bottom portion of the chain. Thus two smaller order ODEs are solved rather than a single much larger order system. One can readily extend this approach to compute the time distributions to complete more complicated trajectories such as hitting multiple way points or completing multiple circuits of the same return trip. In the next subsection, we illustrate how such a convolution based approach can be particularly useful in the computation of probabilities of complex trajectories.
Probabilities of Specific Trajectories
In addition to computing the time a system would take to complete a trajectory, one can also compute the probability that a system will exhibit specific traits at specific instances in time. Define a partial probability density vector P{C n }(t n ) = P{(X J 0 , t 0 ); (X J 1 , t 1 ); . . . ; (X J n−1 , t n−1 )}(t n ), as the probability that the system satisfies the conditions {C n }:={it begins in the region X J 0 at t = t 0 ;
is later is in the region X J 1 at the time t 1 ≥ t 0 ; and so on until it is finally in the various states 14 of X at the time t n ≥ t n−1 }. Note that the vector P{C n }(t n ) has the same dimension as X. The FSP approach provides a simple method to compute P{C n }(t n ), but first we need to define an embedding operator, D J {.}, as follows. Given any vector v and its J indexed subvector v J , the vector D J {v J } has the same dimension as v and its only non-zero entries are the elements of v J distributed according to the indexing set J. Furthermore, let Φ(t 2 − t 1 ) = exp(A(t 2 − t 1 )) denote the transition operator that maps distributions at the time t 1 to the corresponding distributions at the later time t 2 . Finally, let the vector P Jn {C n }(t n ) denote the J n -indexed sub-vector of P{C n }(t n ).
Proposition 1.
1 Using the above notation, the vector P{C n }(t n ) follows the recursive formula
for all t 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ . . . ≤ t n+1 .
As a more general form, suppose that the conditions in C n are that the system will be in sets {X J i } not at specific t i 's but at any time during the finite intervals {T i = [a i , b i ]}. In this case, we let the partial probability density vector P{C n }(t n ) = P{(X J 0 , T 0 ); (X J 1 , T 1 ); . . . ; (X Jn , T n−1 )}(t n ) denote the probability density that the system satisfies the conditions {C n } that it begins in the region X J 0 at some t 0 ∈ T 0 , is later in the region X J 1 at some t 1 ∈ T 1 , and so on until it is finally in the various states of X at a time t n ≥ b n . As above P{C n }(t n ) satisfies a recursive formula but in a more general form: 1 The vector P{C n }(t n ) follows the recursive formula
where y(τ ) is given by
In the following section, this approach and the methods from above are each applied in the analysis of a stochastic model for Gardner's genetic toggle switch [19] .
Analyzing the genetic toggle switch
To illustrate the usefulness of the absorbing sink of the FSP in the analysis of stochastic gene regulatory networks, we consider a stochastic model of Gardner's gene toggle model [19] . This system, shown in Fig. 3 is comprised of two mutually inhibiting proteins, s 1 and s 2 . The four reactions, R µ , and corresponding propensity functions, w µ , are given as:
For these parameters, the system exhibits two distinct phenotypes, which for convenience we will label OFF and ON. By definition, we will call the cell OFF when the population of s 1 exceeds 5 molecules and s 2 is less than 15 molecules, and we will label the system as being ON when the 16 population of s 2 exceeds 15 molecules and s 1 is less than 5 molecules. Each of these phenotypes is relatively stable-once the system reaches the ON or OFF state, it tends to stay there for some time. For this study, we assume that the system begins with a population s 1 = s 2 = 0, and we wish to analyze the subsequent switching behavior. To solve this question we can use the same Markov chain as in Q1, and search for the times, t 50 and t 99 , at which G OF F (t 50 ) + G ON (t 50 ) = 0.5 and G OF F (t 99 ) + G ON (t 99 ) = 0.99, respectively. This has been done using a simple line search, in which we found that t 50 = 0.5305s and t 99 = 5.0595s.
In Because we must include the possibility that the cell will first turn OFF and then turn ON, the solution for this question requires a different projection. Let X be the set of states such that s 1 ≤ 50, s 2 ≤ 105, and s 1 s 2 ≤ 300. Furthermore, let the projection, X ON includes all states in X that are not ON (s 1 < 15 or s 2 > 5). As time passes, probability will leave this region in two manners: either it exits in to the aggregated ON sink (G ON ) or it exits out of X altogether in to a second absorbing sink G err , which results in a loss of precision. This error comes into play as follows:
If t 1 is defined as the time at which G ON (t 1 ) + G err (t 1 ) = 0.99, and t 2 is defined as the time at which Note that the times for Q3 are very large in comparison to those in Q2; this results from the fact that the ON and OFF regions are relatively stable. This trait is evident in Fig. 4 , where the dashed lines correspond to the time of the first ON (or OFF) decision provided that the system has not previously turned OFF (or ON). Since about 78% percent turn ON before they turn OFF, this dashed ON curve asymptotes at about 0.78 (see Q1 and Q2). On the other hand, the solid lines corresponds to the times for the first ON (or OFF) decision whether or not the system has previously turned OFF (or ON). The kinks in these distributions, where the solid and dashed curves separate, result from the stability of the two regions region. In particular, the solid ON curve exhibits a more severe kink due to the fact that the OFF region is more stable than the ON region (compare solid lines).
The projections X ON and X OF F used here included 715 and 782 states respectively. While systems of this size are still relatively inexpensive to analyze, the computational cost will build significantly should we desire to add more complexity. Using balanced truncation, each of these systems can be reduced to 10 th order with very little loss in accuracy (compare solid lines and circle markers in Fig. 4 , and see Table 1 ).
Q4.
What is the distribution for the round trip time until a cell will first turn ON and then turn OFF?
In order to answer this question we use the round-trip methodology from the latter half of Section 4. Intuitively, this approach is very similar to that depicted in Fig. 2b , except that the top and bottom portions of the Markov chain are not identical and the final destination is a region of the chain as opposed to a single point. Also, since the Markov process under examination is infinite dimensional, we first apply a finite state projection to reduce this system to the finite set X described in Q3. For the system's outbound journey into the ON region, we use the projection X ON from Q3. After the system turns ON, it begins the second leg of its trip to the OFF region through a different projection X OF F . When the system reaches the OFF region on the second leg, it is absorbed into a sink G(t). The full master equation for this process can be written as:
where A ON and A OF F are defined as in (1) . The matrices C 1 and B 2 are defined as in (8) and (9) above and account for the transitions from the states in X ON to the corresponding states in X OF F . The vector B 3 C 2 corresponds to the transitions that exit X OF F and turn OFF (completing the full trip). The last two vectors B ε C 1 and B ε C 2 correspond to the rare transitions that leave the projected space, X, and therefore contribute to a computable error, ε(t) in our analysis.
The solution of this system for the scalar G(t) then gives us the joint probability that (i) the system remains in the set X ON until it enters the ON region at some time τ 1 ∈ [0, t), and (ii) it then remains in the set X OF F until it enters the OFF region at some time τ 2 ∈ (τ 1 , t]. This distribution is plotted with the dotted lines in Fig. 4 . Once again we can see the effect that the asymmetry of the switch plays on the times of these trajectories; the ON region is reached first more often and the ON region is less stable, thus the ON then OFF trajectory will occur significantly faster than the OFF then ON trajectory (compare dotted lines in Fig. 4 , and see Table 1 ).
In Fig. 4 , the distributions have been computed in two different manners, which yield nearly indistinguishable results (Compare lines and circles in Fig. 4) . First, the lines correspond to solutions where (13) has been solved as a single large system of 1496 ODEs. In the second approach, the system has been analyzed as two separate sub-systems defined by the triplets SY S 1 = (A ON , P ON , C 1 )
and SY S 2 = (A OF F , B 2 , B 3 C 2 ). Each of these systems has been reduced to 10 th order using bal-20 anced truncation. Once reduced, the systems were again reconnected resulting in a 22 nd order approximation, consisting of the two 10 th order reduced systems plus G(t) and ε(t). Table 1 gives the predicted median time t 50 and the associated computational costs for these methods as well as for 10 4 runs of the stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA). Both FSP methods are far faster and more accurate than the corresponding SSA approach. Comparing the full and reduced FSP approaches, note that the reduced systems retain a high degree of the full systems' accuracy, but the reduction itself is very expensive. In these numerical experiments, we have used MATLAB's balanced truncation code balancmr, which does not take advantage of the extreme sparsity of the FSP formulation. With parallel algorithms for the balanced truncation of sparse systems, such as those in [22] , much of this computational cost may be recovered.
Q5.
What is the probability that the system will be (i) ON at some point 
Conclusion
In order to account for the importance of intrinsic noise, researchers model many gene regulatory networks as being jump Markov processes. In this description, each state corresponds to a specific integer population vector, and transitions correspond to individual reactive events. These processes 22 have probability distributions that evolve according to a possibly infinite dimensional chemical master equation (CME) [3] . In previous work, we showed that the Finite State Projection (FSP) method [7] can provide a very accurate solution to the CME for some stochastic gene regulatory networks. The FSP method works by choosing a small finite set of possible states and then keeping track of how much of the probability measure exits that set as time passes. In the original FSP, the amount of the probability measure that exits the chosen region yields bounds on the FSP approximation error. In this paper we have shown that this exit probability has intrinsic value and can allow for the precise computation of the statistics of switching times, escape times and completion times for more complicated trajectories. Unlike previous analyses of stochastic switch rates that utilize Monte Carlo type approaches [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , the current method directly approximates the transient solution to the master equation and provides otherwise unachievable precision guarantees on the switch time distribution. At present this precision comes at a cost of adverse complexity scaling. For system with large numbers of molecular species, the approach suffers from an exponential explosion of states. But with model reduction and advanced solution techniques such as the balanced truncation approach above and those described in [9] [10] [11] , it is envisioned that one may overcome much of this curse of dimensionality.
Although the methods presented here have applicability well beyond systems biology, we have specifically illustrated these techniques on a stochastic model of Gardner's genetic toggle switch [19] .
We have used the FSP to find the distribution for the times at which the system first turns ON or OFF as well as the time until the system will complete a trajectory in which it first switches one way and then the other. In each of these computations, the FSP results come with extremely precise guarantees as to their own accuracy.
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where w(t) is the partial probability distribution that satisfies {C n } and the additional condition that the system is in X Jn at any time τ ∈ [a n , t], and z Jn (t) is the partial distribution where the system satisfies {C n } and the additional condition that the system remains in the set X J n for all times τ ∈ [a n , t]. Note that elements of w(t) refer to each of the states in X while z J n (t) refers only to states in X J n . During the interval [a n , b n ] the partial distributions w(t) and z J n (t) evolve according to the linear system:
Solving this system at t = b n yields:
, and
29
The total distribution at time t n+1 can be written as:
By the definitions of w(t), z J n (b n ) and P{C n }(t an ), only Φ(t n+1 − b n )w(b n ) satisfies the conditions of {C n+1 }, and
thus completing the proof. on the journey from the dark circle to the shaded box, and the bottom circles correspond to states along the return trip. In this description, the absorbing point G(t) corresponds to the probability that the system has gone from the initial condition to the grey box and then back again. 
